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 Why

the moment i laid eyes on you i knew my heart had been breached

i tried to get that love from you but i never quite reached

The pain of the past follows me and lingers without end

why cant the damage caused by others ever mend

a single tear rolls down my cheek as i realise they didn't care

they did these things to me and left me in an uncontrollable nightmare

one day maybe i will open my eyes to someone that loves me for who i am and not just what i can
give

but for now i am stuck in my own depression not knowing if i want to live

you were supposed to be there for me as i was there for you

instead you ripped apart my heart and i am out of glue

it has been torn apart too many times to be mended

a pile of hurt and misery is all it has been rendered

maybe one day i can be treated the way i did unto you

it's just not fair for me to be hurt like that, feeling like i am ripped in two

i put on these fake smiles and try to make people laugh and feel joy

to cover up that i haven't been at peace since i was a young boy

you were supposed to care about me and not dig the knife in deeper and deeper

maybe one of these days i may end everything and become a permanent sleeper

if this ever happens i am sorry for not being what you wanted me to be

i am sorry that you couldn't love me for just being me
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 The seed

The bad things never cease to mount up

i have had more than enough to fill my cup

one by one everybody slips away

i feel like i lose another one each and every day

the people that were supposed to care turned their back

i had all the love in the world for them, but for me it's what they lack

i never knew that so many people could abandon and hurt me at the same time

i feel like i am in my small invisible box just like a mime

i reach out for help and the love to be given unto me

why is it the pain in MY heart that no one can ever see

family are supposed to be there for your time in need

i have the potential for a spark of happiness, maybe your smile could be the seed
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 The end of silence

i feel alone in a crowd

why am i silent when everything is so loud

my heart is covered in a shroud

i don't know how to get through it anymore

maybe your love could open the door

the cold hits my heart and runs through my veigns

why do i feel like i am held back by chains

i don't see a way out of of this nightmare

my soul feels dark and is full of despair

i think it's time to end the silence in me now

i just need the love in you to show me how

please don't leave me in this crowd in silence any longer

i feel like my voice can get so much stronger

the anger and hurt that flows through inside

all i want you to do is look at me and feel pride

there is no where any longer for my silence to hide
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 Her core

Her eyes sing a melody when i look into them, she doesn't see the beauty within herself and the
kind nature she has inside

i hope to undo some of the damage and help her see just how lovely she is, she just needs to open
those beautiful eyes more wide

She speaks with kindness and with loving words that open my heart and remind me of what it
means to feel desired

Just the thought of holding her in my arms and giving her a kiss makes my heart race and i know
deep down she just wants a guy to make her feel wanted and admired

her beauty on the inside is like a reflection of her outside in a mirror showing she is just as beautiful
within

i have been through a lot myself in life but she gives me the belief and the confidence to never give
in

her smile and beautiful eyes are like a heart warming gift, better than anything else a guy could ask
for

just through talking and looking into her beautiful eyes i can see she is wonderful to the core
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 Her embrace

I imagine the soft touch of her skin gently caressing against mine like it's meant to be

without saying a word her touch and actions tell me everything i need to know and show me
everything i need to see

when she does speak her words pierce me and feel like a wild fire spreading to my heart and soul

i feel fear of what could be, should i open my heart again and risk the pain coming back out and my
heart suffering another piercing hole

she turns loneliness and despair into heart warming company and hope for myself in a time when i
feel low on confidence and feel fear

sometimes i feel like it's just an illusion or a small reprieve from the hurt and all i want is for her to be
near

i see her imperfections but they are part of what i like in her, she believes they make her undesirable
but it couldn't be further from the case

she has the most affectionate way about her, it brings me back from the cold into the warmth of her
embrace
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 The moment

My eyes become drawn towards her as she passes me with elegance and that fragrence that will
forever remind me of her and the everlasting beauty she holds within her heart.

Hoping that our gazes meet if only momentarily so she can see deep in my eyes just the way i see
her and she will know without doubt i lust her as her gaze cuts through into me burning and breaking
me apart.

She fills an empty void inside of me just with her presence and her charm, her lips edging closer to
mine quivering from the urge for them to meet, the beauty in her eyes as she looks deep into mine
are magnetising and i draw closer without any control or inhibition.

As the moment unfolds i feel exhiliration and my body begins to shake, it feels different to anyone
elses touch, it feels like a piece of the jigsaw has returned to it's rightful place and i feel whole with
no omission.

The moment ends yet it feels like another is just beginning, i feel a surge flow through my body
revitalising the hope that was slowly stripped away from me in the past, bringing me to the
realisation that i don't have to be afraid anymore.

With that moment you planted a seed of happiness in me that i never want to be without, i want to
cherish it and want this moment to be the start of something i have always longed for.

You have given me the gift that no one could ever give me....... The Moment.
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 Spark of euphoria

The gentle whispers of i love you still linger and cling to my heart, they create the flow of euphoria
that travels through my veigns and ignite the spark of lust and desire. 

The darkness that filled my heart with sorrow and cast a lingering shadow is finally being eradicated
by that spark, her words are like velvet gently running across my skin giving me goosebumps and
the spark ignites a raging fire. 

The fire of passion is now raging, each feeling creates another like a chain reaction. The moment i
look into her beautiful eyes filled with the pain of both our pasts begins to make my heart bleed, but
the look of admiration and love she has for me causes it not only to heal but my heart to grow and
bloom like the most beautiful flower. 

Gently we embrace and the feelings and reactions that proceeded this are now shared and detonate
like a supernova, without a single word being said both of our pasts are understood in this moment
and my heart can do nothing in this moment but devour. 

My heart which was once closed off is now taking everything she has to give, her smile is so
beautiful and radiant it brightens up the darkest days. 

I feel like it's meant to be even if she does seem too good to be true, her love and spirit seem visible
to me like a glowing purple haze. 

The only thing that matters to me in this moment is that these feelings never dissipate, i want them
to go on forever and keep those dark parts of my past at bay. 

It all started from the simple words of i love you. And so i make a promise to myself that i will hold
onto her and love her each and every day.
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 The reflection

  

My soul slowly falls through my fingers like sand, unable to keep it all together, it slips down grain by
grain and i watch it but am unable to say or do anything. 

Each grain is a time you made me hurt and you stuck the knife in deeper. I want to hate you but i
cant, i contemplate why you cut away at me and dragged me into this pit of despair, all i can feel is
myself slip away more each and every day and the pain is ever lasting. 

One tear falls, it's all i will allow at this moment, i watch it run down my cheek in the mirror, i beg
myself the strength to get through it. Why did you do it to me? What did i do to deserve it? is all i can
ask, my reflection shatters as my fist connects, the blood runs down my knuckles and reminds me of
the tear that ran down my cheek, a physical reminder of how the pain inside me is escaping and
showing for the world to see. 

I clench my fist, bracing for the tidal wave of emotion to return and hit me like a tsunami and drag
me to that place i never want to visit. I feel myself begin to drown. I have relived this moment so
many times already, do i really want to keep doing it, maybe this time i just let it take me. 

My heart feels like a drum being beaten over and over to a painful rhythm, each time reminding me
of the things you did, my heart sinks and sinks, my head fills with pressure and i can feel the tears fill
and attack my eyes like a raging river colliding with a dam. I know if the dam breaks this time that
will be it, i will drown just as i always feared, in my own agony and despair. I would give anything just
for it to end, just to feel the grains of sand that are my soul to return to me and the raging fire in my
heart for you would form it into a glass crafted heart just for you, but i know you would only shatter it
again. 

The scars of my soul and heart are there for all to see but you choose to be blind to them, moving
on as if they were a natural part of me and not caused by your actions. I just want to heal but i cant.
I piece together the broken mirror like a jigsaw, the cracks are there though and i see my broken
reflection looking back at me and i finally feel like the broken person looking back is the clearest
reflection of myself i have ever seen because i am truly broken. Maybe someone can piece the real
me back together one day. But when?
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 The star named after you

Your smile in the crowd of a thousand faces hit's me like the warmth of the sun on a beautiful day, it
fills me with optimism that i haven't felt in an eternity of searching. My attention narrows in and my
mind blocks out other faces and all of the noise until it's just you in front of me, my heart yearning for
your touch. 

All i hear is the sweet melody of your voice in that crowd of thousands. Nothing else matters in this
moment as i approach, it feels like a mirage after i have been searching in what feels like a desert
with no love to be found for so long. My heart beats hard and heavy causing a tremor to flow
through my body, i have felt lust before but never this much. 

It turns dark now, the moonlight beating down causing your beauty to radiate from within. The
moonlight concentrates on you like a spotlight, grabbing my attention and pulling me from the
darkness i am surrounded by. I reach you and we take each others hands, we lay in a field together
looking up at the stars, at the never ending cosmos with stars filling the sky, but one star stands out,
just like you did in that crowd, i name the star after you. I have little else i can give you but my heart
and that my love will go on for you longer than this star shines bright in the darkest corner of space. 

The correlation between your beauty and this star is undeniable to me, it stands out, it is unique to
me and it shines brighter than anything else i have seen, it has no comparison to anything else but
you. Whether it's the beautiful warmth of your smile like the sunlight or your radiating glow like the
moonlight i always want them both and i want to enter your embrace.
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 The rest of my days

Your love crashes against me eroding the pain that has accumulated over my heart like a tidal wave
smashing the rocks and eroding them, my heart pulses with new life and feels infinitely stronger than
before, revitalised and beating just for the anticipation of your embrace. 

Birds sing at first light as you open the curtain, the lighting reflecting your beauty first thing in the
day, creating the perfect image to wake up to, bringing back that feeling of the first time i first laid my
gaze upon you. The light shines in your beautiful eyes igniting the passion deep within encased in
what was torment and despair now flourishes in love and hope. The way you kiss me and make me
feel wipes the pain away without trace. 

The flowers begin to blossom nurturing the breeze and gently carresses your soft skin and carries to
me, my hairs stand on edge and i feel the warmth spread throughout shattering the walls i put up to
protect myself. I no longer feel the need to hide away and fear abuse or hurt. I want to embrace the
feelings you have ignited within me with your stunning beauty and gentle ways. 

The tidal wave of love has settled now and has calmed to the gentle sunset that we both gaze upon
together. As the orange gaze of the fading sun beams upon us we watch as the ocean is calm and
all we can hear is the gentle sound of nature. Nothing else is needed and this is how i would gladly
spend the rest of my days.
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 Kindling the burning desire

  

Burning white heat resonating from within the depths of my heart, time cannot cool this burning
desire, seeing you again after all this time only kindles the flame and makes it stronger. 

From the ashes of previous loves that once burned burns this new love, a pheonix resurrecting with
new wisdom and undying passion, scorching with heat too intense to keep at bay any longer. 

It burns so bright and with such ferocity the fear of the flames extinguishing again feels like shards
of ice piercing into my heart. I hope that the flames can melt the shards before they reach the core. 

Your burning touch cauterises the wounds on my heart that the shards created, i need you to keep
these flames going, please never let them die as they did before, flooded by the tears they created
and reduced to ash and crumbling to the floor. 

The feeling of you with me kindles the fire and cools my heart without extinguishing the flames, the
pain subsides with no loss of passion or desire, the burning desire manifesting in my eyes towards
you, i see the reflection in the dark pupils of your eyes. 

The embrace of our burning love and desire ignites with raw strength bringing undying life and clarity
to kill the doubts within my mind, it's thanks to you that the dying pheonix in my heart was able to
rise.
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 The Ruby and Sapphire of dreams

The vision of love you give me, leading your hand through a field of lilies with the gentle breeze of a
spring morning carrying us to the edge of the coast, the leap that should never be taken alone, into
the heart of the ocean. 

The blue sapphire heart, beating with ferocity and breathing life into dreams to come and
diminishing the torrents of past trauma, sinking ever deeper into the abyss hand in hand as one, the
fear washed away in one quick motion. 

What we thought was an abyss that would go on eternally has brought us to passion like rivers of
molten lava enveloping a ruby perfectly formed into a heart, the other half to the sapphire heart of
the ocean, how far we have come from the leap that neither would take alone, we have broken
through with just the confidence in our strength together. 

As the shared dream comes to it's conclusion we sense it's end and embrace, as i wipe the tear
from your cheek i bring up a single lily from the field we passed through at the start of the journey, a
sign that i will be with you forever.
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 Humble Love

Her eyes Dark, filled with fire and a white sparkle, like a campfire at darkest night in the brightest full
moon, she draws me into the fires warmth and illuminates my path forward to her lips with the
sparkling moonlight in her eyes. 

The kindness she shows shelters me from the crashing waves of past doubts and the fire in her
eyes give me the warmth needed after the torrents of cold past trauma, she knows not of her unique
beauty and denies it through her humble disregard, but i see her beauty for what it is like the
clearest of skies. 

My smile withheld and rarely seen has revealed itself without fear and without end when i see the
beauty she holds within her own. Her touch sending shivers through my body spreading like wildfire,
the feeling of her lips upon my neck and her gentle whispers in my ear reach through to my heart
filling me with overflowing desire. 

The sweet words you utter to me keep me focused on what's important, your belief in me keeps me
strong enough to keep going and your love for me simply saves me from anything.... no matter how
dire.
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 The depths of love

Your beauty on the surface like that of the ocean astounds me and fills me with love, everybody
see's it and admires it from a distance, but they miss out on what i find by diving deeper into the
mysterious depths of your inner beauty, i find what is underneath that beautiful surface of yours that
nobody will go deep enough to see, the true jewel of the ocean is in the depths just like with you my
love. 

Waves crash against the rocks like your loving embrace and knock me to my knees, i feel love and
warmth despite the cool water running down my skin, i feel your kiss like the ocean gently kissing
the soft shoreline forever without end. The sun reflects from the surface of the still and calm ocean
showing me beauty that reminds me of you my love. 

I feel the gentle breeze run through my hair and fingers, it sparks the feelings of desire i have to hold
you near to me, the beautiful sunset warming me like your loving touch and smile as i know the day
is coming to a close, i yearn for you to stay with me despite knowing the sunset is inevitable i wish
for this moment to never end with you my love. 

The moonlight now creates a luminescence over the surface of the ocean, the beauty is as
astonishing as that same reflection the sun gave this day, its another side to you i love just as much
as the other, as the ocean glows with our love i can only think to myself that instead of being afraid
of drowning in the ocean of your love i embrace it without hesitation and float with you across the
beautiful surface watching the stars in the sky align for us my love.
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